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Fig. 1. LookToFocus allows users to control focus by looking at a region of interest (ROI). LookToFocus performs manual image focus and is faster and more intuitive than TapToFocus, a touch-based method.

We present LookToFocus, a method to perform real-time manual camera focus based on eye tracking. LookToFocus and two alternative methods for manual focus\(^1\) photography tasks were compared in a user study. A novel manual focus camera simulation was used to test the methods. The first two methods were LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB (no bounding box). The third method, TapToFocus, used touch for manual focus and image capture, analogous to typical smartphone interaction. LookToFocusNB had the fastest mean capture time at 1429 ms; the mean capture times were 1431 ms for LookToFocusNB and 2416 ms for TapToFocus. When compared to TapToFocus, LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB had faster capture times because these algorithms start converging to the optimal focus as soon as the user spots the target. LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB also had no significant decrease in sharpness error compared to TapToFocus. Users preferred LookToFocus over both LookToFocusNB and TapToFocus.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smartphones capture over a trillion images every year [Haueter 2022]. The quality of these images is largely decided by the focus. Typically, users capture images in an autofocus (AF) mode that sets the focus automatically through

---

\(^1\)When using eye-tracking, we use the term "manual focus" to imply user-controlled focus (but not with the hands).
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algorithms that analyze basic scene content. However, sometimes a user wants focus on a particular scene region or object that is missed by the algorithm. In such cases, a manual focus adjustment is needed [Wildfellner 2012]. Manual focus is commonly done using a region of interest (ROI) selected by positioning a bounding box with a finger touch. The focus is then adjusted by an AF algorithm based on the specified ROI. There has been little research on methods to improve the user experience when focusing images on a smartphone camera. Additionally, much of this work does not take advantage of pipelines for standard manual focus operations.

Recent smartphone designs include front-facing cameras with the potential for accurate eye tracking [Liu et al. 2015; Paletta et al. 2014]. We propose, LookToFocus, a new method that uses eye tracking for manual focus image capture. Our method is fast and accurate as it employs techniques used in standard manual focus pipelines; this is in contrast with previous work which does not use manual focus techniques [Clancy et al. 2011; Fuhl et al. 2017]. Figure 1 illustrates how LookToFocus works. In this paper, we compare TapToFocus, a touch-based image capture method, and LookToFocus for the task of image capture when adjusting focus.

Additionally, a novel manual focus simulation platform is presented that allows for repeatability and accuracy in experimental testing. An autofocus dataset [Abuolaim et al. 2018] was used to emulate a camera experience on a desktop by presenting different photos from a focal stack depending on the target region chosen by the user in an experiment task (e.g., “focus the camera on the face”). The goal was to evaluate the viability of eye tracking as an image capture method through quantitative and qualitative measures.

This work has the following contributions:

1. Presenting LookToFocus/LookToFocusNB as methods for real-time manual focus with eye tracking. This method is the first to implement eye-tracking focus using standard manual focus operations.
2. A novel manual focus simulation platform to test image capture methods.
3. The first user study to compare tap-based and eye-tracking based methods for manual focus. In our user study, we evaluate TapToFocus, LookToFocus, and LookToFocusNB.

1.1 Background

Focus is an important part of imaging because it determines what parts of an image are sharp [Shirvaikar 2004]. Almost all consumer cameras are equipped with autofocus (AF) algorithms that choose an ROI and adjust the focal length so the ROI is in focus [Jeon et al. 2011; Vuong and Lee 2013]. An ROI is said to be in focus when the ROI is within the depth of field (DOF) of the lens system. The DOF is the range of distance from the camera where objects are considered to be acceptably sharp [Liao et al. 2019]. AF has been widely studied [Abuolaim et al. 2018; Jeon et al. 2011; Ooi et al. 1990; Vuong and Lee 2013; Wang et al. 2021], with many different approaches. But, there is not always a single correct solution for what parts of the image to prioritize when implementing AF [Abuolaim et al. 2018]. Figure 1 illustrates two different focus settings that are acceptable depending on the user’s intent. Sometimes an “incorrect” focus is chosen by the AF algorithm, and when this occurs the user must perform manual focus to specify the desired ROI.

A typical manual focus operation on a smartphone consists of a user tapping on the screen to set an ROI with a fixed-size bounding box (BB); the algorithm then maximizes the ROI sharpness. Measuring the sharpness of an ROI is done through various methods. An example is a Sobel filter [Shih 2007] which measures the gradient in the horizontal and vertical direction by performing convolutions with edge-detecting filters within the ROI. The gradient magnitude can then be computed from the horizontal and vertical gradients. Maximizing the gradient magnitude within the ROI maximizes the ROI sharpness [Kittler 1983].
The AF used to maximize ROI sharpness typically consists of two parts: phase difference autofocus (PDAF) and contrast detection autofocus (CDAF). First, given an ROI, an estimated optimal focal position is computed using PDAF. Then, this estimated focal position is fine-tuned with CDAF. CDAF performs a local search for the maximum ROI sharpness by moving the focal position back and forth. One effect of CDAF is jitter from the local search.

Some research explores speeding-up manual focus with eye tracking. A full depth map of the scene [Fuhl et al. 2017] can be used to control the lens position as the user moves their eyes across the image. However, acquiring a full depth map is not trivial because it requires both time and scene constancy; this is not practical for real-time imaging situations. Others [Clancy et al. 2011] used eye-controlled focus for an endoscope, but this system can’t be extended to consumer cameras because it makes strong assumptions about endoscope images.

Additionally, a few high-end DSLR cameras implement eye-controlled focus within a viewfinder [Weinblatt 1986]. However, it is not clear if viewfinder eye-controlled focus is preferred by the professionals with access to these high-end cameras as no user study has been done. Next, since real-time eye-control focus is only available on proprietary devices with viewfinders, there is no public framework for testing these types of interfaces. Thus, in our work we also provide a method for how to use a simulation platform to accurately model real-time eye-control focus. Finally, it is not clear if eye-control focus within a viewfinder could extend to eye-control focus without a viewfinder. Eye-control focus without a viewfinder could be used on mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) and reach a much larger audience than just professional photographers. This is our motivation for testing eye-control focus in a setting without a viewfinder.

There is also extensive work on using eye tracking for general-purpose target selection [Putze et al. 2016; Skovsgaard et al. 2010; Vertegaal 2008; Zhu et al. 2018]. A lot of this work suggests eye-tracking can perform faster target selection than other methods of input. However, it is not immediately clear if eye-tracking is faster or preferred for the task of manual focus. This is because manual focus naturally has jitter; that is, visually, the image changes as the eyes move.

Finally, we distinguish eye-controlled image focus from work that studied focus in the context of imaging the eye [Liu et al. 2007].

The lack of real-time eye-controlled focus methods is the impetus for our work. Thus, we propose real-time eye-controlled focus modeled from a typical manual focus operation. This is explored and reported through a corresponding user study.

2 MANUAL FOCUS SIMULATION PLATFORM

2.1 Camera Simulation

Ideally, we would use a smartphone for our initial implementation of LookToFocus, but it is not currently possible to obtain PDAF/CDAF camera information without proprietary access. Prior work [Abuolaim et al. 2018] acknowledges this limitation and models AF using the concept of “focal” stacks. Each “focal” stack in their dataset contains 50 different focal positions.

We propose a novel manual focus camera simulation by using their AF dataset and modifying their data browser. This dataset consists of ten scenes captured by a Samsung Galaxy smartphone, where each scene is captured using stop-motion animation. For this research, we do not use the temporal aspect of the dataset and instead sample focal stacks at different time steps within the scenes. See Figure 2.

An important challenge in the simulation is to accurately model manual focus on a typical smartphone. We do this by first allowing the user to select an ROI. On a standard camera, an AF algorithm is called to maximize the sharpness

\[\text{Code for this simulation and data are at https://github.com/tedlasai/LookToFocus}\]
within a fixed-location ROI. However, in the simulated camera, the ROI location is continuously updating; thus, our simulated camera requires a modified AF model. Our modified AF aims to mimic the combination of PDAF and CDAF on standard cameras.

PDAF can be simulated by running CDAF on the ROI selected for all images in the focal stack and computing the optimal focal position \( o \) [Abuolaim et al. 2018]. Then, an error tolerance \( \rho \) is used to emulate the inaccuracy of a standard camera PDAF [Abuolaim et al. 2018]. This simulated PDAF uses a uniform random sampling between \( o - \rho \) and \( o + \rho \) to return a realistic PDAF focal position estimate \( f \).

We discovered that using an error tolerance is not just helpful for realistic PDAF simulation, but also for replicating the CDAF used on a standard camera. With this in mind and as stated above, we implemented a new AF algorithm. First, we iteratively call PDAF (every 8 ms) with each new ROI and then adjust the current focal position \( c \) until it is within a threshold \( t \) from the aforementioned position estimate \( f \) (i.e., \( |c - f| \leq t \)). Each iteration of PDAF can only move \( c \) forward or backward in steps of one. Since \( f \) can be randomly updated at each time-step, it can cause \( |c - f| \) to cross the threshold \( t \) repeatedly; this causes the focal position to jitter in a manner similar to CDAF. Finally, we set \( \rho = t \) so the jitter stops once the current focal position equals optimal focal position \( c = o \).

For LookToFocus/LookToFocusNB, image capture uses a dwell-time criterion. For TapToFocus, image capture is done by pressing a capture button. Additionally, we call PDAF every 8 ms because this is the standard time for lens movement on a smartphone camera in preview mode. With this 8 ms delay, we found our simulation to be comparable to modern smartphones.

### 2.2 Image Capture Methods

We used the camera simulation platform shown in Figure 3 to support three image capture methods:

- **TapToFocus** - A tap on the touch screen moves the BB. The center of the ROI bounding box is specified by the location of the tap. Then, the user can "take" the image by tapping on the capture button displayed on the screen. The BB is visible to the user in this method.

- **LookToFocus** - Eye tracking is used to move the BB. The center of the BB is defined as the average of the last \( N \) gaze estimates from the eye tracker; this smooths the bounding box location. Additionally, we used dwell to capture the image. We detect a dwell by averaging the horizontal and vertical gaze variance for the last \( L \)
Fig. 3. A user capturing an image in our camera simulation. The hand start position and capture button are used for TouchToFocus.

Fig. 4. Example of a scene with "Face" as the object of interest. The starting image (left) has the center in focus but the ROI is out of focus. The ground truth image (right) has the optimal focus for the ROI. This is the image the user aims to "capture" in a trial.

ms is less than some threshold $t$. Based on initial testing, we found $N = 60$ gaze estimates, $L = 800$ ms, and $t = 1500$ pixels, to be reasonable values for simulation. Finally, the BB is visible to the user in this method.

• LookToFocusNB (no box) - This method is the same as LookToFocus except the BB is not visible to the user.

Each image capture method continuously updates the location of a fixed-size ROI region. The BB controlled by the user is a square of size $100 \times 100$ pixels. This emulates the fixed-size BBs found on many consumer smartphones.

In a real-world situation with a smartphone camera, TapToFocus is analogous to a user moving their finger to touch the ROI on the camera display, which in turn directs the AF algorithm to focus on the target. However, with LookToFocus or LookToFocusNB, users just look at the target.

A user study compared the three different image capture methods: TapToFocus, LookToFocus, and LookToFocusNB. We evaluated the performance of these methods through quantitative measures and by asking users to rank the methods in order of preference and simplicity.

3 METHOD

We recruited 24 local university students who regularly use their smartphones for capturing images. Participants consisted of 16 males and 8 females with ages from 23 to 39 years (mean = 25.8, $SD = 3.97$).
The apparatus was built around the manual focus simulation platform discussed in Section 2. Figure 3 shows the setup consisting of an eye tracker and display. The simulation ran on a desktop running Windows 10. The eye tracker was a GazePoint GP3 running at 60 Hz with 0.5° – 1° visual angle accuracy. The touch monitor was a Dell P2418HT with a resolution of 2560 × 1440 pixels and a 60-Hz refresh rate. The camera simulation platform displayed the scene at 1500 × 1243 resolution centered within the screen (because initial testing of the eye tracker showed more accuracy error at the edges of the screen).

Participants sat in front of a computer monitor with the camera simulation centered within the screen. Eye tracker calibration was performed first, followed by instructions introducing the task, and then practice trials. Following this, participants completed nine trials, each containing a different scene for each method. For each trial, the simulation platform first presented a word describing an object in the scene. Next, the scene appeared with an incorrect focal position (i.e., the object ROI was not in focus). Then, the user adjusted focus and captured the image with the current image capture method. For TapToFocus trials, users were asked to start each trial with their right hand on the desk within a marked box 1 foot from the monitor. This emulates moving the hand from a neutral position to adjust the focus; a scenario like this arises when users are taking a selfie photo. See Figure 3 for an example of a user capturing an image in our camera simulation.

For any given scene, the starting incorrect focal position of the scene produces maximum sharpness at the center of the image. The object of interest is positioned off from the center of the image. Figure 4 shows an example of a scene. Participants were organized in six groups for counterbalancing; each group had a different permutation of testing the three image capture methods. The experiment took 10 to 15 minutes per participant.

This study employed a 3 × 9 within-subjects design with the following independent variables and levels:

- Image capture method: TapToFocus, LookToFocus, LookToFocusNB
- Scene: 1, 2, … 9

Each scene contains a word describing an object in the image, a starting focal position where the ROI is incorrectly focused, and a ground truth focal position where the ROI has the highest sharpness. We used scenes where focusing on the center initially would produce an incorrect focal position; nine of ten scenes in the AF dataset [Abuolaim et al. 2018] fit this criterion.

The dependent variables were as follows:

- Capture time (ms) - the time to perform manual focus and then "capture" the image
- Sharpness error (%) - difference in sharpness, measured with the Sobel filter, of the scene-specific ROI between "captured" image and ground truth
- User experience - participant rankings on the three image capture methods on preference and simplicity

The total number of trials was 24 participants × 3 image capture methods × 9 scenes = 648.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are now presented, organized by dependent variable. All ANOVA and post hoc results were computed with GoStats. The group effect was not statistically significant for capture time ($F_{5,18} = 0.99, p > .05$) and sharpness error ($F_{5,18} = 1.51, p > .05$), thus implying that counterbalancing effectively offset any order effects.
4.1 Capture Time

LookToFocusNB and LookToFocus had mean capture times of 1429 ms per scene and 1431 ms per scene, respectively. The slowest method was TapToFocus at 2416 ms per scene. See Figure 5a. The differences were statistically significant ($F_{2,36} = 49.87, p < .0001$). A post hoc Fisher LSD test revealed a significant difference between TapToFocus and both LookToFocus methods. As evident in the figure, LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB are faster than TapToFocus by 40.9% and 40.8%, respectively.

LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB are faster than TapToFocus because they remove the manual target pointing step and capture button press. When using TapToFocus, the participant must find the target and tap on it. The time to first tap on the screen was on average 1527 ms. This means on average the LookToFocus methods had captured the image before TapToFocus even started to change the focus of the image. Additionally, after the first tap, time is required for the manual focus algorithm to converge and the capture button to be pressed (which took 889 ms on average). LookToFocus is advantageous in many scenarios because the focus starts converging to the optimal focus as soon as the user locates the target.

![Figure 5a](image)

**Fig. 5a.** Results for capture time (ms) by image capture method. Error bars show ±1 SE.

Figure 5b compares the image capture methods across the nine scenes for capture time. LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB were faster than TapToFocus for all scenes. The figure shows that scene affects the capture time with an ANOVA revealing that the main effect of scene on capture time was statistically significant ($F_{8,144} = 17.34, p < .0001$). The image capture method by scene interaction effect on capture time was not statistically significant ($F_{16,288} = 1.511, p > .05$).

4.2 Sharpness Error

Before performing the analysis, we removed trials with a sharpness error outside ±3 SD from the grand mean. These were considered outliers due to two errant behaviours we observed: focusing on an incorrect object or prematurely capturing the image. In applying the criterion, 18 trials (2.7%) were deemed outliers and removed, leaving 630 trials.

The mean sharpness error by image capture method was 1.62% for TapToFocus, 1.73% for LookToFocus, and 1.79% for LookToFocusNB. All methods demonstrated less than 2% sharpness error, which is acceptable in most cases. The effect of image capture method on sharpness error was not statistically significant ($F_{2,36} = 0.489, ns$). Figure 6 compares the image capture methods by sharpness error.

We also observed a significant main effect of the scene on sharpness error ($F_{8,144} = 17.34, p < .0001$). This makes sense as scenes vary in terms of target salience, size, and object. The image capture method by scene interaction effect
on sharpness was statistically significant ($F_{16,288} = 1.765, p < .05$), likely due to the very low $p$-value for the main effect of scene.

4.3 User Experience

Users were asked to rank all three methods in terms of preference and simplicity after completing the experiment. We converted the rankings to a 3-point rating scale where 2 is the most preferred and 0 is the least preferred.

4.3.1 Preference. For preference, the average rating (out of 2) was 0.65 (22% of overall rating points) for TapToFocus, 1.29 (43%) for LookToFocus, and 1.05 (35%) for LookToFocusNB. A Friedman test revealed that the differences were statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 9.25, p < .01, df = 2$). Conover’s post hoc pairwise test showed a significant difference between LookToFocus and TapToFocus. This means there was a clear preference for LookToFocus compared to TapToFocus, but not between LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB.

This is in line with what we observed in participant feedback. We noticed 22 out of 24 participants chose LookToFocus or LookToFocusNB as their first preferred method. Many participants had a strong opinion on the visible bounding box, with 10 participants rating the other LookToFocus method (the one they didn’t choose) last. Some users mentioned that the visual feedback (BB) present in LookToFocus was beneficial while other users thought the BB was distracting. Thus, we recommend any future implementation of LookToFocus make bounding box visibility a user option.

4.3.2 Simplicity. For simplicity, average rating (out of 2) was 1.08 (36% of overall rating points) for TapToFocus, 1.17 (38%) for LookToFocus, and 0.79 (26%) for LookToFocusNB. A Friedman test revealed no statistically significant difference ($\chi^2 = 2.15, p > .34, df = 2$). Thus, participants didn’t find one method simpler than the others.

5 LIMITATIONS

This evaluation of LookToFocus is limited in its external validity, since the apparatus used a touch-sensing desktop display. Using a smartphone was not possible since this requires proprietary access to the image capture pipeline. Although our setup was a simulation of a smartphone, the time saved by using LookToFocus should extend to smartphones since eye-tracking methods allow the focus to converge as soon as the object of interest is located.

Additionally, eye tracking accuracy is still not satisfactory on smartphones; however, recent work shows potential for improvement [Liu et al. 2015; Paletta et al. 2014]. Thus, this paper lays the groundwork for future smartphone versions of LookToFocus.
6 CONCLUSION

We introduced LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB, two novel methods for image capture with real-time manual camera focus. These methods leverage eye tracking for hands-free operation. We built a novel manual focus simulation that allows for manual focus with a continuously updating ROI so we could test LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB.

We also used TapToFocus as a third baseline image capture method that was analogous to a normal manual focus techniques on a smartphone. LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB were faster than TapToFocus, reducing capture time by 40.8% and 40.9%, respectively. Both eye-tracking methods were faster because they allow for manual focus to converge as soon as the target object is located. This allows LookToFocus and LookToFocusNB to be beneficial when applied on smartphones. Hands-free focusing is also potentially useful in accessible computing where manually touching the display is challenging or not possible. Furthermore, in real-world situations, users might be outdoors and wearing gloves or taking pictures in a weather-challenged situation.

Additionally, there was no significant difference in sharpness error between the three methods. Our user survey also indicated a preference for LookToFocus over LookToFocusNB and TapToFocus.

Finally, we expect our camera simulation platform is of use for research relating to controlling camera focus at image capture time. Our camera simulation platform can be extended for live manual focus on video and modeling more complex focus algorithms.
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